ATTENTION STUDENTS AND PARENTS!!

SPRING IS HERE!

Please help GCHS protect instructional time and protect the safety of all students by adhering to the Greensville County High School dress code policy.

Below are a few dress code reminders. Clarification of Common Policy Misinterpretations can be found on the back.

- Straps on sleeveless shirts should be at least 2 inches in width. Cold shoulder shirts must be 2 inches. Tank, tube, halter, and off the shoulder tops are not allowed.
- Sheer, lace, or mesh shirts, must have a shirt underneath that is at least 2 inches in width.
- Basketball jerseys that expose the underarm and sides must have a shirt underneath.
- Pants should be worn at waist level with a belt when necessary.
- Tight, revealing, clothes are not allowed.
  - Low-neck shirts, exposing cleavage.
  - Shirts must cover the midriff - stomach, sides, and/or back should not be exposed.
  - Spandex dresses and skirts.
- Jeans or shorts with frays or holes higher than the midpoint between the knee and the fingertips should be worn with leggings underneath that do not expose the skin.
- Shorts, skirts, and dresses should be no higher than the midpoint between the knee and the fingertips.
- Hats and sunglasses should not be worn in the building.
- Bandannas, head scarves, head band wraps, or related headdress are not allowed.
- Flip-flops, athletic slides, and heels that exceed 2 inches are strongly discouraged for safety reasons. Additionally, they may not be permitted in PE, labs, and shops.

* 1st Offense – Contact parent for appropriate clothing/Conference. Students will report to ISS until appropriate clothing arrives.
* 2nd Offense – ISS

Thank you for being a CHAMP and adhering to the dress code policy. Your Support is appreciated!

~GCHS ADMINISTRATION
DRESS CODE: Clarification of Common Policy Misinterpretations

Shirts
Policy statement: Straps on sleeveless tops should be at least 2 inches in width.
Clarification: Both shoulders should be covered with straps that are at least 2 inches in width.

Policy statement: Shirts must cover the midriff.
Clarification: Shirts should be long enough to cover stomach, sides, and lower back, even when sitting down.

Policy statement: See-through or mesh tops must be worn with a shirt underneath.
Clarification: All lace, crochet, sheer/see-through, or mesh shirts must be worn with a shirt underneath that is at least 2 inches in width across both shoulders. Camisoles and tank tops that expose the shoulders and/or back are not acceptable underneath lace, crochet, sheer/see-through, or mesh shirts.

Policy statement: Tight, revealing, or low-neck shirts are not allowed.
Clarification: Shirts that expose cleavage are not allowed.

Pants/Shorts/Skirts/Dresses
Policy statement: All pants are to be at waist level, with a belt, if necessary.
Clarification: Although shirts are not tucked, pants/shorts should be worn at waist.

Policy statement: Shorts, skirts, and dresses should be no higher than the mid-point between the knee and the tips of fingers resting on the sides of students.
Clarification: Shorts, skirts, and dresses should be no higher than the mid-point between the knee and the tips of fingers all the way around, not just the sides.

Policy statement: Skin-tight, revealing clothes are not allowed.
Clarification: Skin-tight, revealing clothes include leggings, jeggings (spandex leggings with pockets), tights, spandex pants, shorts, dresses, or skirts. Jeans or shorts with holes above the knee that are large and/or expose skin are not to be worn to school. When tights are worn under a skirt/dress, the skirt/dress must be loose fitting, and the length must be no higher than the mid-point between the knee and the tips of fingers all the way around.

Other
Policy statement: Hats and caps are not allowed to be worn in buildings but may be worn outside.
Clarification: Hats and caps should not be worn in the classroom, cafeteria, gym, and hallways.